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1. Introduction
This manual is designed as a general guide to fieldwork practices for the Rhynie Environs
Archaeological Project and fieldschool and will outline the methods of archaeological recording
adopted by the project. Please refer to this manual during the excavation.
Information about the Project can be found at: http://reaparch.blogspot.co.uk/ and the university
website.

2. Health & Safety
There are many potential hazards when working
outdoors on an archaeological project. It is important
you take care and follow the guidelines below:


Risk assessments will have been carried out for
the excavation, make sure you are aware of the
potential hazards for each activity.



Know who the first aiders are.



Wear appropriate clothing and always be
prepared for changeable weather, as it can often
be unpredictable in Scotland.



Wear strong footwear at all times, preferably
steel toe-capped boots if possible.



Wear sun protection even in overcast weather as sun damage can occur in all sorts of
conditions.



Be careful with all tools, but especially heavier excavation tools, such as mattocks or shovels.
Make sure you are aware of your surrounding and others while using these tools. When not
in use make sure they are stored safely (i.e. turn shovels blade side down)



Wear safety gloves when handling large stones, and never lift anything you cannot carry
easily.



Never overload wheelbarrows and if you are unable to safely move the barrow to the spoil
heap empty some into buckets.

 Deep excavations can be dangerous, any feature or trench below 1.2m must be shored.
Wear hard hats if your head is at any time below the ground surface. Do not sit or stand near or
on the edge of a trench.


Keep away from heavy machinery, if you need to get close make sure you are wearing a high
visibility vest, a hard hat and that the machine driver is aware of your presence and can see
you.



We will be working on Forestry Commission Scotland land. Ensure you abide by the
Outdoor Access Code, and do not put any members of the public at risk.
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3. The Excavation Process
One of the main activities you will be undertaking is excavation.
Excavation normally involves opening
trenches above known or suspected
archaeology.
Once excavation trenches are chosen, marked
out, and the topsoil is removed a number of
processes need to take place to reveal the
archaeology below the surface.
The ground will be ‘cleaned’ using hoes or
trowels to remove any residual topsoil and to
identify the archaeological deposits or features
which may appear as soils of different colours,
textures, compaction, or with different
inclusions.
Excavation often involves repeated ‘cleaning’ (trowelling) – scraping off only a few centimetres
at a time- to identify any archaeological deposits and/or define the edges of an archaeological
feature before it can be excavated.
It is very important that once a feature is identified it is recorded as much as possible.
Recording is essential to the process of archaeological excavation (See Chapter 5). Excavation
involves destroying archaeological remains and recording is crucial for preserving the
information retrieved from the excavation process. You must not excavate without producing an
adequate record of the features or deposits under excavation and do not excavate if you are
uncertain of what you are doing or what you are looking for.
Recording an archaeological feature will involve taking notes, drawing the feature in plan,
photography and producing a preliminary descriptive record. You will use a standardised
recording method outlined in this manual.

Method of Excavation
The methodology for excavating will also follow a standard process or routine and you will
become more familiar with this routine the more you excavate. There are, however, always
exceptions and some features will need slightly different excavation methodologies and/or
recording.
The standard routine for excavation involves cleaning, identification, pre-excavation
planning and/or photography, preliminary recording, excavation and the production of the
final record.
Once you are confident you have identified the edges of a particular deposit or feature you will
need to start the recording process by making a pre-excavation plan and/or taking photographs
of the feature or deposit to be excavated. You should also give the feature or deposit a context
number at this stage (see Chapter 5.2).
Once recorded you can start excavation, but you may need to regularly ‘re-clean’ the area of the
deposit/feature to confirm that you can still identify the edges of the features. If you are having
problems with identification then stop excavating. Don’t be afraid to ask for help or a second
opinion. With most discrete negative features you will not excavate the whole feature at once,
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but instead excavate it in ‘half’ section. To excavate by half section you will set out a string
across the middle of the feature to be excavated and only excavate one side of the string,
keeping the section face straight and flat. We will be digging by context and therefore you will
need to record and sample each different context as you go. Stratigraphy and contexts are
explained below.
Flow Chart of the Excavation Process
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Working Practice on Site
Always be aware of your surroundings and what you are doing
Do not hesitate to ask for advice or clarification if you are unsure
Do not sit or stand near or on the edge of a trench or a section as this may collapse
Do not walk across a recently trowelled or ‘cleaned’ area
Keep your spoil to a minimum at any one time, removing it as you go
Work as a team and help each other if necessary
Clean your tools and put them away in the designated area at the end of the day
No smoking in the trench or site hut

4. Excavation Tools
When excavating you will use a number of different tools:
Trowel – the standard excavation tool, often a 4 inch pointing trowel. It is used to clean the
ground by scraping the blade at an angle across the surface straight back towards the excavator.
This is the best excavation method for artefact
recovery.
Bucket & Hand Shovel – used for removing
spoil (excavated, unwanted soil) created from
trowelling. It is important to remove spoil as you
go and not to let it build up. Spoil can obscure
archaeological features.
Brushes – can be used to clean dry material
from stone only. Smaller brushes may be used
carefully around delicate artefacts or bone.
Brushes should not be used on soil as it can
often obscure distinctions between discrete
features.
Hoe – used for large-scale cleaning of trenches and often used in the first stages of trench
‘cleaning’.
Spade – used for excavating deep or extensive
deposits and for cutting back trench edges.
Shovel – used for scooping up loose spoil and
transferring to a bucket or wheelbarrow or
directly to a spoil heap if this is close at hand.
Mattock – this is a broad bladed swinging tool
used for excavating large or compact features or
deposits. It can be used to carefully chip away at a
deposit, working towards the excavator. Never
swing the mattock above the shoulder.
Supervisor’s Box – Toolbox containing materials (e.g. string, line level, nails, finds tags, pencils)
needed for drawing and recording small finds.
The tool store will be a separate tool area where tools should be stacked neatly at the end of the
day.
Please clean all your tools at the end of the day- this will make the next day’s work easier and
will keep the tool area and site hut cleaner.
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Keep your excavation area tidy and safe. Tools you are not using should be stored safely (i.e.
shovels: blades should be stored with the blade facing down on the ground and out of the way of
pathways)

5. Field Recording
Excavation of archaeological features involves their destruction so it is very important you
maintain a detailed record. The only evidence of the archaeology that will remain is the paper,
photographic and digital archive you create and any environmental samples or finds you collect
during excavation. We excavate by stratigraphy and therefore every context identified on site
must have an associated context record sheet, photograph, drawn plan and section that
document its nature and form.
All finds or samples that were retrieved from that context also need to be noted. It is
ESSENTIAL your writing is neat, clear and legible. The record of the excavations will consist of
context descriptions (context sheets), a photographic record, finds, samples and drawn records
of features. For each of these there will be a register where unique numbers are assigned in
order to identify that component of the site archive. It is important you help keep all of these upto-date.
5.1 The Site Grid
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In order to record any excavation a site grid first has to be set up. A site grid is a system of
markers laid out at set measured intervals (usually every 5m) across the excavation area. These
are usually set out as a series stakes or pegs.
The site grid will be oriented on an arbitrary alignment, determined in the field. For ease of
recording it will often relate to the trench orientation.
All measurements and compass assignations should relate to this site grid, never true north.
The most south westerly point of this grid, usually beyond the excavated area to allow for
unforeseen extensions, will be your ‘point of origin’.
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The site grid can be set up from this point using a total station or with tapes and plumb bobs.
On the ground the grid will be marked by a series of pegs and each one will be labelled with
their coordinates (eastings and northings), set in relation to the point of origin and alignment of
the grid. For example, the point marked in the diagram above would be recorded as 380E 180N.
Once set up, the grid will become the basis for all recording of excavation trenches and
individual features (used to locate all drawings and finds).
The site grid is a relative system of recording location and will need to be tied into known
reference points relating to the OS national grid. Tying the site grid into the OS national grid can
be done by measuring from the site grid to known points on the relevant 1:10,000 or
1:25,000 maps (such as the corners of fences or buildings – but check they these features do
exist on a map). Alternatively a GPS can be used to record some of the main grid points.

5.2 Contexts
The primary goal of excavation is to understand how each archaeological feature or deposit was
created and how each relates to the others. By working out the relationships between the
different deposits, we can slowly build up a picture of the sequence of events that led to the
formation of the site as a whole.
We will be excavating stratigraphically – that is, we excavate sequentially from the most recent
remains to the earliest. Distinct stratigraphic units are defined as contexts. The tricky part is
learning how to identify contexts or distinguish between different events and deposits.
This skill you will develop in the field, but here are a few tips:
 Try to trowel your surface as neatly as possible: you need to be able to see what you’re
excavating at all times so don’t leave little ridges or piles of loose soil as you work.


Look for changes in the soil: has the deposit you’re excavating changed in colour, or
composition? Does it feel different when you trowel it? Has it become looser/more
compact? Does it sound different? Use all your senses.

Each separate deposit, cut or structure (structural element) is assigned a unique number
(context number), which you can get from the Context Index sheet. Each context will then be
recorded in detail using pro forma sheets. Context sheets are the building blocks of the
archaeological written record; they contain a detailed description and interpretation of each
context.
Types of Contexts:
Deposit: A distinct layer of material that is built up over long or short periods of time, either as
a result of deliberate human action (eg midden dumps) or environmental factors (eg layers of
windblown sand). They are described in terms of colour, consistency, composition, inclusions,
dimensions, and how it relates to the surrounding archaeological deposits.
Fill: Is a specific type of deposit. It is the material that fills a cut feature (see below) such as a
ditch, pit or post-hole. For example the fill of a posthole would refer to the soil within this posthole and/or stone packing that once supported a timber post.
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Cut: The negative impression left by any human action that has cut away or intruded on earlier
deposits. For example, the digging of a ditch or pit will cut through earlier material whether this
material is an earlier archaeological deposit or natural layer. The cuts should be described in
terms of shape, dimension and how it relates to the surrounding archaeological deposits.
Structure: Upstanding or structural elements, such as the walls of a building or banks of an
earthwork. Record the components, nature and form of the structure.
Stratigraphic Relationships
When recording features it is important to note any stratigraphic relationships i.e. if you can
identify whether a feature is later or earlier than another. There are only three possible
relationships between any two contexts; one is either:
Later than the other – i.e. it overlies or cuts the other
Earlier than the other – i.e. it underlies or is cut by the other
Is the same as the other – i.e. it is part of the same feature is of an equivalent date.
Stratigraphic sequences of relationships are used to build a chronology of a site, which can be
combined with absolute dating methods such as radiocarbon dating or artefact dating by
typology.
All stratigraphic relationships must be recorded using a diagram known as a Harris Matrix. This
is a useful way of providing an outline of the relative chronology of the site.

Constructing a Harris Matrix: an example
You encounter a small oval feature on site (see plan view in middle of figure below). You excavate
half of the feature following the edges of the contexts, until you reach the base of the cut, leaving
an unexcavated side. The vertical face of the unexcavated half is known as the section and in the
section you can see the fills (see right side of figure below). In this case, the fills consist of a
shallow layer near the base and a more substantial upper fill. All of the fills, the cut, the topsoil
and the natural subsoil have been given context numbers. Describing the stratigraphic
sequence:
First, the subsoil (005) was deposited naturally. At some point later in time the oval pit 002
was cut (dug) into this natural subsoil, at some point after the pit was cut it was filled in with
layer (004). The pit was then filled with a more substantial layer (003).
Above this, at some point, the topsoil (001) was deposited. The stratigraphic sequence can now
be drawn as a Harris Matrix (see left side of figure below). The contexts are linked in a relative
chronological sequence using lines connecting the earliest context at the bottom of the diagram
to the latest at the top.
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(001) (topsoil)
|
(003) (upper fill)
|
(004) (lower fill)
|
002 (cut)
|
(005) (subsoil)
This is the Harris
Matrix

The pit in plan and section (Note: on drawings context
numbers of cuts are in rectangles and those of fills and
deposits are in ovals).

More Complex Harris Matrix
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5.2.1 Filling in Context Sheets
The context sheet is the primary record of the individual components of the deposits, cuts and
structures encountered on site. This record is supported by the drawing and photographic
records.
Context numbers are taken from the Context Index, taking the next available sequential number
in the list. Each context, even if part of a larger feature must be given its own number.
Never create sub-groupings such as Context 1010a, 1010b, etc as this causes confusion.
Context numbers are not in short supply so always give contexts new numbers if they are
different enough to distinguish in the first place.
It is important to complete a context sheet before the deposit under excavation is fully removed,
taking notes in a notebook as you excavate can help you remember the nature of the context as
it is removed. Ensure that all context records are complete before proceeding to another
feature.
The context sheets contain a number of prompts that help describe all the major components of
the context (dimensions, soil types, colour, etc) and what you think that feature is (function,
date, etc). The following information gives advice on how to fill out the basic information on
these sheets.
There are different sheets for different types of context. (See an example of blank context sheet in
the Appendix).
There are prompts at the top common to all context sheets, these are:
Site code
Each site in the project will have a unique code, usually an abbreviation of the project name,
then site name, followed by the year of excavation and after a decimal the unique trench
number (if necessary), (e.g. BL HS13.1) You will be informed of the site code by the director or
supervisor of the excavation.
Area
Within each trench there may be different areas based on the site grid; write the appropriate
area for this context here.
Feature Type
Cuts and structures are already identified on the separate sheets, but on the fill/deposit form
distinguish fills and deposit by circling the appropriate word.
Context Number
Each deposit or component of a feature, e.g. the cut, fill or structure, is given a unique 3-digit
number taken from the Context Index. Remember each event that went into the creation of a
feature is given a number, for example, if a feature has more than one identifiable fill each will
be given a separate number and each will require a separate context sheet. Take the next
available number in the context index if the context does not already have one.
Method
Check the appropriate box of how the context was excavated. This will normally be by trowel.
Descriptions
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This section is for describing the physical characteristics of the context. There are a series of
prompts for each type of context.

Descriptions for fills and deposits
(NOTE: To distinguish a fill or deposit context number from other numbers used in the excavation
recording place an oval around the number – the oval should not obscure the number)
It is important to record the physical characteristics of the soil that make up a fill or deposit as
this may give clues to the nature of its origin and/or purpose. There are a number of physical
characteristics that need to be recorded and there are some easy ways of working this out.
Follow the numbered prompts (1-8).

1. Consistency
Is the soil loose and easily excavated by trowel or hard and compact?
There are four basic categories:
Loose
Does not appear to hold a shape; no effort to trowel
Friable
Crumbly and loose, but has some form
Medium
Firmer and holds together more
Firm
Resistant and does not trowel easily
For example; most sand and gravel deposits tend to be loose, while clay deposits are stickier
and harder and are therefore usually firm.

2. Colour
This is dominant colour of the fill or deposit. Can be described in general terms (see below), or
using the Munsell Soil Colour Chart. Colour should be judged when the soil or sediment is
slightly damp. Of basic importance is the presence of oxidised iron (red, reddish, re-yellow, redorange colours) and humus (black, blackish, dark brown), which help with the identification of
soil horizons, processes, and types.
General Terms- This is usually a two or three component description: a tonal qualifier (e.g. dark,
light), a secondary colour and then the dominant colour, e.g. light greyish brown. (Note: if you
cannot distinguish a secondary colour just write the dominant colour (i.e. dark grey).
Light
Medium
Dark

Whitish
Greyish
Orangey
Reddish
Brownish
Blackish

White
Grey
Orange
Red
Brown
Black
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3. Composition
This refers to the geological nature of the soil; the relative proportions of sand, silt and clay.
Most soils you encounter will be composed of varying ratios of the above three soil types.

Sand- particles visible to the naked eye, and feels gritty when the soil is moistened and rubbed
between finger and thumb.
Silt- particles not visible to the naked eye, but soils or sediments with a large silt fraction have a
‘soapy’ or ‘silky’ feel and are only slightly sticky.
Clay- causes soil to cohere strongly and gives a sticky or plastic feel when wet.
These three types of soil can be distinguished in the field by texture.
Method of determining matrix texture in the field:
 Take half a palm of soil or sediment from the profile face
 Remove any roots, seeds, stones >2mm (if possible)
 Add a little water from a water bottle or, failing that, from your spit. Allow the soil or
sediment to absorb the water and then work (mould) the moist soil in the hand and
then between the thumb and first two fingers until the soil is uniformly moist
 Add in more water or more soil, until the sample is at its sticky point, i.e. the condition
in which the soil just begins to stick to the fingers
 Follow the guidelines below to record a textural class, keeping in mind that there are in
reality no abrupt changes in feel between textural classes
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Soil type flow chart
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4. Inclusions
This refers to material other than artefacts that are in the deposit under description.
For example a soil may contain many small stones, gravel or cobbles of varying sizes, or
material derived directly from human activity such as fire-cracked stones from hearths or
charcoal or shell.
Inclusions should be described by type: stone, shell, charcoal flecks
Some inclusions, such as stone, should be described by shape: rounded, angular, etc. (Use the
visual guide below) and state if there is any evidence of these having been utilised (e.g. firecracked).

All inclusions should be described by size by
giving a measurement range: e.g. 5-20mm. Do
not use relative adjectives such as small,
medium or large on their own.
And by frequency: i.e. do they make up 10, 20,
30% of the whole deposit- Use the visual guide
to the left).
Also mention if they are spread evenly
throughout the deposit or found in clusters.
Record any other significant inclusions, e.g.
charcoal (is this frequent, notably absent, etc).
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5. Deposit Interface
How distinct are the boundaries of this fill or deposit from any others, above or below or in the
same area?
Sharpchange occurs within 5mm
Abruptchange occurs over 5-20mm
Clearchange occurs over 25-60mm
Gradualchange occurs over 60-130mm
Diffusechange occurs over >130mm
Indistinctno definite distinctions can be made
SmoothWavyIrregular-

interface surface has few irregularities
interface surface has broad, shallow pockets
interface surface has pockets deeper than they are wide

6. Homogeneity
Homogenous or Not Homogenous- Is there any internal layering or colour/ texture differences
or patches? Is the deposited well sorted or poorly sorted? (see the visual guide below)
Is there mottling of different colours throughout the deposit or in patches or no mottling at all?

7. Disturbance
TruncatedBurnt in situRootsAnimalTrampling-

Partly cut away by a later feature or modern disturbance.
Is there any reddening of soil which may indicate in situ burning?
Is the deposit penetrated by root material?
Is there any evidence of animal burrowing that may have disturbed the feature?
Could the material have been walked over?

8. Other information
Put any other information here that may be useful e.g. charcoal was concentrated towards
centre of fill, pottery found towards bottom of fill, etc.
% Excavated: Estimate the total of feature you have excavated (as exposed in the trench).
Dimensions: Although the context may vary in size throughout, give the maximum dimensions
in the spaces provided for length, width and height. If there is a significant difference in the
measurements throughout the context comment on this in the Other Comments section.
Interpretation
What you think the feature is, i.e. are you describing the fill of a pit or posthole or another
feature. Is the fill full of charcoal, packed with pottery, etc. If you’re not sure ask your supervisor
for advice on the interpretation of a particular fill! If it is part of a group of fills add this
information and anything else that will help people who haven’t taken part in the excavation of
the feature understand what the feature is. Your opinion is very important; after all, you are the
one digging the feature.
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Relationships
It is important to think about and record the relationship between this context and the
surrounding contexts. Ask yourself what was above it; what is below it, does it cut another
context, or is it cut by another context, it is the same as another context? Thinking about
relationships will also help you with the interpretation of this context.
Working Matrix
You only need to fill out the immediate relationships of the context here – i.e. what contexts are
immediately below, above or equal to the context under description. However, if the context is
part of a particularly complex feature you should work out the full matrix and record it on the
back of the context sheet or on the section drawing of the feature.
Finds
Simply check off the different types of finds recovered from the context e.g. pottery, metal. If
there are distinct finds which impact interpretation write about them, including small find
number, in the comments sections.
Note whether this context was sieved.
Photos, Drawings, Samples
It is important that each context is recorded appropriately.
Therefore we have a checklist at the bottom of the page for photos, drawings and samples. If you
have done any of these for this context check the appropriate box.
Recorded By: Use your Initials
Date: Date completed in the field
Entered By: (Who enters it into the database) Use your initials Date: Date entered into the
database.
Overleaf of Context Sheet:
Sketch
Draw a sketch of the feature here in section and plan. Make sure to label the sketch with the
context numbers and dimensions. Mark the orientation of the feature (i.e. a N arrow for plans
and for sections the direction of the section line).
This MUST be completed on ALL Context Record sheets

Descriptions for Cuts
(NOTE: To distinguish a cut context number from other numbers used in the excavation recording
place a rectangle around the number – the rectangle should not obscure the number)
Here you are not describing the physical matter of the context, but the form and shape of the cut
feature, such as a ditch or pit. Follow the numbered prompts on the context sheet (1-6).
1. Shape in Plan
Choose from- Circular
Square
Rectangular
Linear
Irregular
If the shape is ‘not quite’ any of the first three, put ‘sub-‘ in front of it e.g. Sub-circular
Make sure you define the shapes as ‘in plan’ e.g. Irregular in plan
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2. Profile
Describe the shape of the cut on the vertical plane (in section)- i.e. is it U-shaped or V-shaped or
bowl-shaped? Does it have a rounded base or flat base?

3. Sides
Choose from- Vertical
Steep
Gently Sloping
Stepped
Undercutting

4. Base
Choose from- Flat
Rounded
Uneven
Pointed

5. Breaks of Slope
Choose from- Sharp
Gradual
Not perceptible

6. Inclination
If the cut is a pit or a posthole and it was cut at an angle into the ground, give the angle and
direction of its orientation. (eg. like the pole on a tent)

7. Alignment
If the feature is elongated what is the direction of its long axis? e.g. E-W.
If the feature is circular or square there is no orientation.

6. Other information
Add any other details of interest to features interpretation.
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Dimensions
Although the context may vary in size throughout, give the maximum dimension in the spaces
provided for length and width at the top and bottom of the cut and the overall maximum depth.
If there is a significant difference in the measurements throughout the context please comment
on this in the other comments section, including additional measurements. Sketch should be
annotated with appropriate measurements.
Interpretation
What you think the feature is, i.e. are you describing the cut for a posthole or a ditch cut. If
you’re not sure ask your supervisor for advice on the interpretation!
Your opinion is very important; after all, you are the one digging the feature.
Relationships
It is important to think about and record the relationship between this context and the
surrounding contexts. Ask yourself what was above it; what is below it, does it cut another
context, or is it cut by another context; it is the same as another context? Thinking about
relationships will also help you with the interpretation of this context.
Working Matrix
You only need to fill out the immediate relationships of the context here – i.e. what contexts are
immediately below, above or equal to the context under description. However, if the context is
part of a particularly complex feature you should work out the full matrix and record it on the
back of the context sheet or on the section drawing of the feature.
Photos, Drawings
It is important that each context is recorded appropriately. Therefore we have a checklist at the
bottom of the page for photos and drawings. If you have done any of these for this context check
the appropriate box. Note: Samples cannot be taken from cuts.
Recorded By: Use your Initials
Date: Date completed in the field
Entered By: (Who enters it into the database) Use your initials Date: Date entered into the
database.
Overleaf of Context Sheet:
Sketch
Draw a sketch of the feature here in section and excavated plan. Make sure to label the sketch
with the context numbers and dimensions. Mark the orientation of the feature (i.e. a N arrow for
plans and for sections the direction of the section line).
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Descriptions for [Structures]
Upstanding elements to the archaeology, such as the walls of a building or banks of an
earthwork are defined as structures. The context number for a structure goes in square
brackets. There is a separate context sheet with distinct prompts for the description section (18).
1. Materials
The basic type of material used (stone, brick, earth, timber). Also note the geology or source of
the material used. You may need to take a sample of this material if you are unsure. Bricks, for
example, can usually be dated by the industrial processes used to make them. If masonry is
used, is it faced or roughly hewn?
2. Material Dimension
Average dimensions of building materials, are they regular, varied, what sizes etc.?

3. Bonding Pattern
How are the building materials put together?
Choose from- Regular Coursed,
Irregular coursed
Un-coursed/ random

Regular Coursed

Irregular Coursed

Un-coursed/ Random

4. Bonding Material
What materials are used to link the building materials put together
Choose from- Mortared
Dry-stone
5. Foundations
Yes/No – is there evidence of a foundation for the building? You can describe the general
character of the foundations here – i.e. dug trench filled with loose stone.
6. Alignment
Alignment of the long axis of the structure.
7. Truncation
Yes or No. If yes, what has been truncated and how?
8. Other information
List here any associated floor deposits or other features (with context numbers).
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Skeletons
Skeletons are an important source of information on past lives and are therefore recorded on
special sheets. Skeletons should be recorded separately from any grave cuts or fills and should
be given their own context number. Skeleton sheets are used to record human remains, but any
articulated burial such as an animal burial should be recorded in detail.
Draw skeletons at 1:10 scale and take photographs showing the skeleton in site and any
important details, e.g. missing bones, damage, relationship to grave goods, etc.
Lifting skeletons
When excavating a skeleton take great care to identify all the individual elements of the skeleton
if it is intact. When lifting skeletons, it is important to bag the different body parts separately,
left from right and mark the bags accordingly. Hands and feet should also be bagged with the
soil around them as small bones are often missed. Vertebrae and ribs should, if possible, be kept
in their order as well. Bag the following remains together:
1. Skull (Cranium & Mandible)
2. Left clavicle and scapula
3. Right clavicle and scapula
4. Left humerus, radius and ulna
5. Right humerus, radius and ulna
6. Left hand (Carpals, Metacarpals and
Phalanges)
7. Right hand (Carpals, Metacarpals and
Phalanges)
8. Left ribs
9. Right ribs
10. Vertebrae
11. Pelvis
12. Sacrum and coccyx
13. Left femur, tibia, fibula and patella
14. Right femur, tibia, fibula and patella
15. Left ankle and foot (Tarsals and
Metatarsals)
16. Right ankle and foot (Tarsals and
Metatarsals)
All these procedures greatly help with
reconstructing the skeleton back in the lab.
If the skeleton is in poor condition use appropriate measure when removing such as wrapping
elements in cling film or other material to aid preservation. After lifting, sieve the grave or other
fill to retrieve any missed bones or small artefacts and take samples for environmental
information.
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5.3 Finds Recording
(NOTE: To distinguish a finds number from other numbers used in the excavation recording, place a
triangle around the number – the triangle should not obscure the number)
The recovery of artefacts can tell us a great deal about when a particular site dates to and how it
was used in the past. In order to maximize that information, we need to know exactly where an
artefact was found, in three dimensions (its co-ordinates in relation to the site grid and its
elevation). We also need to know the context in which it was found. The artefact recording
system used on the project is designed to record these and other important kinds of
information.
If you find an artefact, leave it where you found it or mark its position with a labelled garden
tag and small nail found in the supervisor’s box while you carry out the recording.
Then make a note of the artefact in the small finds record, taking the next number on the list,
noting the context number, the material (eg iron) and the number of pieces found together and
including a brief description (eg nail). Put your initials and the date found on the right-hand side
of the list against the find number. Then label a small finds bag:

Labelling a Finds Bag
Prepare a finds bag; an example is presented to
the left. The bag should show – in this order –
Site code (eg. FN09)
Area or trench (eg. Area A)
Context number (written inside an oval)
Find number (written inside a triangle)
brief description
your initials
and the date.
Write this in
permanent marker only

If the object is made of metal, shale, non-burnt bone or another fragile material, please be
careful. If very fragile wrap it in acid-free tissue paper (if dry), cling film/aluminium foil (if wet)
before putting it in the bag and punch a few holes in the bag to allow condensation to escape.
Before you can excavate further you will need to record the location of the find. The 3-D location
of each find will be recorded on the finds list, in the form of coordinates measured from the site
grid either by total station or by measured offsets and level (see Chapter 7). If you cannot do
this straight away or have more than one find be sure to mark the appropriate small find
number (written in a triangle in permanent marker) on the garden tag which is marking the
position of the find.
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NOTES
Always ask your supervisor if you are unsure about an object
Small fragments of materials (such as burnt bone) that cannot be identified will not be collected
As a general practice we do not hand collect charcoal as a small find. If you identify a quantity of
charcoal material from a secure context– a soil sample should be taken (see section 5.4 below)
Soil samples can tell a great deal about the environmental and economic conditions prevailing
on or near the site, as well as providing information about diet, agricultural and fishing regimes,
patterns of rubbish disposal, etc.

5.4 Sampling
5.4.1 Micromorphology Soil Samples
This is the ideal method of sampling soils. As the structure of the soil is retained by this method,
more detailed analysis can be undertaken. This method can be used to identify organic remains,
as well as layers in soils and deposits.
The location of the sample tin should be marked
on the appropriate section drawing (which
should be drawn prior to the collection of
samples).
A Kubiena tin is used to collect these samples.
The tin is pressed into the section where the
sample is to be taken from (soil horizons and
floor layers should be targeted). You should then
use your trowel to cut the soil from the outside
of the tin, cutting further into the section as you
go. This can be a lengthy process, but should be
undertaken carefully. Try to keep the soil as
intact as possible within the tin. Once you have
the tin pushed in fully, you should cut behind it,
and lever it away, taking care not to let the soil
inside move around or fall out.
Mark on the tin which way is up with an arrow.
The tin should then be wrapped in cling film in
order to keep it secure. Any gaps at the edges of
the tin can be packed with cling film to prevent
the soil from moving. Once wrapped, the tin
should then be wrapped with masking tape, with
the site code, area, sample number, direction of
‘up’ and any context numbers within the sample.
These finds should be stored carefully to minimise possible damage.
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5.4.2 Bulk Soil Samples
These are taken from some contexts to retrieve
environmental information and are most often
taken to recover:
1. Plant remains -- seeds, grain, pollen, wood, etc.
2. Animal remains -- large and small mammal bones
(cattle, mice, etc.), bird and fish bones, marine
shells, molluscs, insect remains and parasite eggs.
However, samples are also taken to provide
detailed information on the composition of
archaeological deposits and/or the retrieval of finds
which are difficult to spot by eye alone.

Taking a Bulk Soil Sample
All contexts that are sealed (not likely to be contaminated from modern deposits) will be
sampled. Additional samples of particular contexts can be taken.
Treat deposits to be sampled with care using clean tools. Do not handle charcoal to be sampled.
Make sure you take the sample from a freshly cleaned well-sealed deposit away from the edges
of the context (to minimise possible contaminants).
You will put the samples into large sample bags. If the context you are excavating is large
enough try to take 2 large (15” x 20”) bags worth of soil. If this is a small deposit try to take as
much as possible. Double-bag each bag you take by placing one bag inside another other. Make
sure you label the samples carefully. Fill out two sample labels for each sample bag. The sample
number can be obtained from the sample record sheet, taking the next available number. Write
the sample number in a diamond shape on the sample labels: e.g. Sample 1045
The label should include the site code (written next to SERF), area, context number, sample
number and the number of this bag in relation to the total number of bags taken (e.g. 1 bag of
2) and a brief interpretation of the context e.g. posthole fill or ditch fill. Place each filled out label
in a small bag so they will not disintegrate in the damp soil. Place one in the inner bag with the
soil and the other label between the two bags. Make sure the outer sample labels can be seen
and read clearly once the soil is in the bag.
When taking the sample put the soil inside the inner bag. DO NOT over fill a bag. For large bags
ONLY fill it about two-thirds full, otherwise the bags will break. Take the remaining air out of
bags as you seal them up.
Once you have taken your sample check and make sure you have filled out ALL the details in the
sample record. Estimate the volume of the sample. Tip: when a large bag is filled about twothirds full this is approximately 10L. Also estimate how much of the deposit you have sampled
(give a percentage). For instance, if you have put all the soil of a post-hole in a sample bag this
would be 100% of the deposit. State the reason why the sample was taken
(eg. to retrieve charred material, burnt bone, botanics). Also give a brief interpretation or
description of the feature (eg. lower fill of posthole [1477]).
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5.4.3 Phosphate Samples
These will be taken from any floor layers in the interior of the buildings, on a grid system. A
sample for phosphate analysis will consist of a small bulk soil sample; a small finds bag will
suffice. This should be marked in the same way as a large bulk find, additionally with the
location of the sample recorded in three dimensions, and on a plan if appropriate. This sampling
can help identify areas where animals were kept.

5.5 Drawing

Every context encountered in the excavation will appear on at least one drawing. Each drawing
records, in graphic form, the nature and dimensions of the features and contexts as excavated.
There are two basic types of drawing, plans and sections.

Plans
Plans are measured drawings of archaeological features made from above, on the horizontal
plane (the birds-eye view). You will have to draw a variety of plans on site, including preexcavation and post-excavation plans. Drawing is crucial to site recording as it provides
accurate records of features that will be destroyed by excavation. Most plans are drawn at a
scale of 1:20 (5 centimetres on the drawing represents 1 metre on the ground).

Planning at Hillside, Bennachie
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For a plan drawing you will need a pencil (4H-6H), sharpener, rubber, drawing board and a
drafting film sheet, a planning frame, measuring tapes, a plumb bob, and bulldog clips.
To set up your area to plan, first run a taut measuring tape from two opposing fixed points of
the site grid nearest to the area you are going to draw (always use a separate pin or arrow at the
grid point to attach the tape, never use the grid peg).
From this fixed line you can either take measured offsets to the features you would like to draw
(see Chapter 7) or more often you will use a planning frame. The planning frames are 1m2
frames with string stretched across the frame at 20cm intervals. These provide a good
framework to help scale your drawing.
Lay the inner edge of the planning frame along your fixed line and draw the features within the
grid of the frame to scale. Once all the features within the grid are drawn, carefully move the
planning frame along the fixed line to the next area to be drawn. Temporary lines parallel to the
fixed line can be established using another measuring tape to move the planning frame across a
large area.
Plans are drawn by accurately measuring sufficient points of a context or object to establish its
edges and then by joining these points freehand.
Draw the outlines of contexts first and then fill in the more detailed areas. It is important to
include any major changes in shape, profile, etc. Each plan must show the extent of each context
within the area drawn by clearly labelling each context and using appropriate drawing
conventions (see below).
What to Draw:
All context boundaries (whether clear or uncertain) and label these contexts clearly
Any stones which are greater than 5cm in size
If not already drawn and recorded as a context, any distinct change in soil, such as colour and
texture, patches of inclusions or areas of in situ burning (annotate where necessary)
Any negative features such as cuts of post-holes
Slopes of cut features
If you are planning features that have been ‘half-sectioned’ record the location of the section
line
The location and number of any small finds
Each plan should have at least two, but preferably more, sets of co-ordinates (eastings and
northings) that are relative to the site grid. It is also important, once drawn, to take spot
heights/elevations across the area you have planned using a level or a total station. These spot
heights denote the relative height of a feature in relation to others on site. Mark the location of
where you took the heights on your plan. Take enough levels to illustrate differences in height
over the feature and its relationship to surrounding features.
Make sure you give each plan a drawing number taken from the Drawing Record and mark this
number on the drawing.
Each context should be labelled on the drawing with its number, to ease interpretation, each
type of context has its own convention:
Cut numbers are shown in squares 005
Fill numbers in ovals 005
And structure context numbers in square brackets [005]
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Drawing conventions:
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Hachures, which are the symbols used to denote a slope, have two main styles: oval headed and
triangular headed.
Oval headed hachures have wavy tails and indicate natural slopes and topography.
Triangular headed hachures indicate artificial slopes, banks, mounds or ditches.
The head of the hachure should be placed at the break of slope with the tail pointing in the
direction of the slope. The length of the tail is a scaled version of the extent of the slope in the
field. The spacing between hachures indicates the steepness of slope. A gentle slope would be
represented by a few widely spaced hachures of the relevant length. A steep slope would be
represented by several hachures drawn close together.
Before finishing your drawing check that each plan contains the following:
Site Code
Drawing Number
Your Initials
Date
Title (e.g. Pre-excavation plan of Area Z, showing pit [1345])
At least two sets of co-ordinates relative to the site grid
All contexts are labelled and are within the appropriate symbol
All context boundaries are drawn using the appropriate drawing conventions
The location of spot heights are numbered on the plan
TIPS





At 1:20 scale each 1 centimetre square on your graph paper will equal one 20 cm square on
your planning frame
A 1m planning frame will equal a 5cm square on paper and these are usually marked on the
graph paper, so set up your drawing using these as reference points.
If a feature is larger than one planning frame mark two corners of the frame with nails and
flip the frame over on these points to ensure that there are no gaps in your drawing when
you move the frame.
Keep your pencil sharp – this is crucial as a blunt pencil will seriously affect the quality of
your drawing. Use a hard lead pencil, ideally a 6H and no less than a 4H pencil.

Sections
Sections and elevations are vertical records of archaeological features. These are drawn at a
scale of 1:10.

Section Drawing from SERF Project
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Sections can graphically record the stratigraphy of a particular feature (i.e. drawings of the fills
of a pit, posthole or ditch) once a portion of the feature has been removed.
Section drawings can also record the stratigraphy of complex deposits seen in the section of a
trench edge or a deliberately left baulk of soil.

Photograph of above Section Drawing
Sections are drawn by setting a horizontal taut string line across the length of the feature to be
drawn, supported by a sturdy nails or pins on either side of the line. A line level will ensure your
string is horizontal. Set up a measuring tape parallel to this line, stretching it from left to right
and securing it with nails and bulldog clips, never attaching it to your line pins. This will
provide a base line from which vertical offsets can be taken to record the section.
Start by recording the two end points of your string line and then measure from this line using a
hand tape to include all the points you want to be drawn. These will include the boundaries of
all your contexts- edges of fills, cuts, other detail-stones, charcoal and anything else of
significance to the interpretation of the feature or deposits.
The ground surface should be drawn first; followed by the lowest extent of the section to be
drawn. This acts as a quick check, as any subsequent measurements that fall outside this area
can be immediately identified as incorrect.
All internal contexts should then be drawn, completing each context before moving on to the
next.
The drawing conventions for sections follow those for plans (see above).
Clear boundaries between contexts should be marked by a continuous solid line; less clear
boundaries with a dotted line.
Mark all visible contexts in the drawing with their context numbers. If something is not clear or
does not make sense on the drawing add annotations.
Once you have finished the drawing take the elevation of your section line with a level. This
level will provide a relative height for all the contexts you have drawn. Also, make sure you
provide grid coordinates for the two ends of your section line so the position of the section can
be located on the overall site plan –by measuring offsets to the site grid (see Chapter 7 for
measuring offsets).
The title of the drawing should include the direction of the section (i.e. N-facing section of…).
And finally make sure your drawing contains the following:
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Site Code
Drawing Number
Your Initials
Date
Title (e.g. NW-facing section of pit [1345])
The co-ordinates of the ends of the section line
The elevation/level of the section line
All contexts are labelled and are within the appropriate symbol
TIPS
At 1:10 scale a 1cm square on your graph paper will equal 10 cm along the section line.
It is often easiest to draw the outer edges of the section and then fill in the detail inside these.
Make notes on the drawing if something is not clear or there is useful information you’d like to
record. The more information you include, the better.
Draw context boundaries using the appropriate drawing conventions

Standing Building Survey
This is the measured survey of the elevations of extant structures. It is an identical process to
drawing sections, but the level line tends to be in the middle of the wall, so measurements are taken
above and below the line.
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5.6 Photography
Taking photographs is an important part of
recording a site properly.
Technical shots are taken of archaeological
deposits, features or structures uncovered
during the course of excavation. For
example, a pit will usually be photographed
before any of its fills are removed, after a
half-section has been dug through its fills
and after all of its fills have been excavated.
For these kinds of shots, the feature is first
carefully cleaned to remove footprints and
any crumbs of soil. You may need to take
both a detailed shot of a feature and a wider
shot showing it in context, in relation to surrounding features.
These kinds of shots will often be used in the published report on an excavation.
Every record photograph should be of publishable quality.
Working shots are less formally composed photographs, taken during the course of excavation
to show how an archaeological feature looked as it was being investigated or the relationship
between two contexts revealed during excavation. For example, during the removal of a layer,
you find that it is lying over a paved stone floor; the layer has been planned and photographed
technically before its removal, and the paved floor will likewise be photographed and planned,
but you want a photograph to show the layer partly covering the paving. These kinds of
photographs are particularly useful in writing up a site, as they remind the excavator of
relationships not always captured in more formal stages of recording.
Preparation for a Photograph
Remove all tools and loose soil in the area of the photograph and make sure the feature and
soils around are as ‘clean’ as possible so that all the significant relationships and contexts are
clear in the photographs.
For all technical shots it is useful to include a small record board or chalkboard in the frame.
On it should be neatly written the site code, main context number(s) in frame, and an arrow
showing the direction of north. This acts as a back up for the written photographic record.
It is also important to include a scale in your photograph. Scales are used to show the size of the
subject. For large areas use ranging rods, which are marked in half-metre intervals. For small
features use shorter scales marked off in centimetres.
The placement of scales in a photograph is important. They should be placed so that they are
parallel to the frame, for example one along the bottom and another along the side of the frame.
Compose the photograph so that the subject is centred in the frame, filling the frame for a
detailed shot or, for a wider shot, so that its relationship with surrounding features is clear. For
small features, you may also want to take a shot directly above it with a small scale beside it. It is
best to shoot with the sun over your shoulder, if possible, but never shoot directly into the
sun and make sure no shadows are obscuring the subject.
When taking photographs, make sure each shot is logged in the Photograph Record form.
Take the next available number on the sheet and for the print film this number should
corresponds with the number shown on the camera. List area, the subject number (i.e. context
number or small find), the description e.g. S facing elevation of structure [2122], the direction
you are facing when taking the shot, the date, and your initials.
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Filling in the Photo Record
Record each photo taken on the record forms. For digital photographs use a continual list of
numbers. Photographs will be downloaded daily, and stored in folders labelled by day within
the relevant site code. A winnowing of the digital photographs can take place when they are
downloaded – at this point the number of the frame can be reassigned in the Store Frame
column on the sheet.
Film Number
Film type
Field Frame
Store Frame
Subject Number
Description
Taken From
Taken By
Date Taken
Entered By
Date Entered

Sequential for each excavation
Select appropriate film type: Digital; 35mm; B/W Print
Frame number of photograph taken in the field. These numbers are preprinted on the form.
For digital photographs only! Frame number assigned after initial
winnowing of images to ensure a consecutive run of numbers throughout the
film.
Subject number of photograph e.g. Context, Small Find, Site etc
Brief description of photograph
Direction photograph taken from
ID of photographer
Date photograph taken
ID of project member entering record into database
Date record entered into database

Types of Cameras
Digital cameras are the main recording
camera.
The main advantage of using a digital camera
is the immediacy of the output – you can view
it straight away, allowing you the opportunity
to discard images you don’t want.

Film SLR (single-lens) reflex cameras are still
commonly used on archaeological sites for
monochrome print – which still is kept for
archive purposes, they may even prove to
outlast digital photos!
This is being phased out in favour of digital
images, as the quality of the images, and
robustness of digital archiving both improve.
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6. Flotation & Palaeobotanical Processing
The bulk soil samples taken in the field will be processed by flotation, primarily to retrieve
palaeobotanical evidence (eg. seeds & charcoal) that may not be seen by the eye. This material
will float in water and therefore can be separated in fine sieves through the process of flotation.
This process can also retrieve small artefacts that were missed during excavation, which will be
left in the heavy residue of flotation. Flotation and other sieving can be done in the field to
minimise the amount of material returned to laboratory.

At the end of the flotation process you will have three different categories of material
1. Sub sample – this is a small fist-sized unprocessed soil sample, taken from the original
sample BEFORE flotation.
2. Flot – material that floated and was collected in the fine meshes at the overflow of the
tank (1mm, 500um)
3. Residue – heavier material that was collected in the sieve at the base of the tank.
The following is a basic method of flotation.

1. Create a line of samples: this will be the order in which they are
processed.
2. Create a Flotation Record Sheet for each sample: (include all the
details that should be on the tag in the sample – Site Code /Sample no.
/ Context No. etc. – keep the sheets in the order of processing. At the
end of processing you will record the details of the contents of the
residue and flots on this sheet.
3. Prepare bags & labels for the processed sample: all bags & labels
must have the Site Code (eg. FN09), Area, Sample Number & Context
Number, as well as the type material it is (either residue, flot or sub
sample and the size of the material (based on the sieve size it was
collected in) – use waterproof markers and ensure you use symbols to
denote sample and context i.e. diamond for sample & oval for context.
It is important to check the details are correct.
4. Record Volume of the Soil Sample: Empty samples into clean* graduated buckets. Record the volume
for each sample on their Flotation Record Sheet. (*Rinse bucket/s well before each sample)
5. Take a Sub sample: Spoon a sub sample of each soil sample into the sub sample bag you have prepared
(Try to fill a finds bag, but if sample is very small try to take at least a large spoonful).) Clean the spoon in
between each sub-sample to ensure no contamination. Store all sub-samples in a double sample bag
- Label the front with the site code and the detail SUB-SAMPLES.
After taking the sub-sample you are ready for flotation. Remember to keep the Residue bags you created
with the correct sample.
6. FLOAT: Before beginning flotation make sure the tank is clean. Ensure you clean the mesh and sieves
between samples to ensure no cross-contamination- do this away from any other samples. Fill with the
tank with clean water to the height of the tank support. Fit the 1mm mesh neatly around the tank so that
it sits on the support and overlaps onto the overflow lip. Attach the mesh with bulldog clips round the top
of the tank and the metal fitting onto the overflow lip. Try to avoid too many overlaps, as charcoal will get
trapped. Attach the sieve support onto the lip and place the sieves on it - 1mm on top tier / 500μ below.
Start to increase the water level using the value. As the level increases carefully empty the first sample into
the water - do this slowly or it will splash all over you!
Rinse the bucket to ensure all the soil is in the mesh. The aim is for the water to run gently over the lip
carrying the lightweight carbonised remains - you will need to control this rate of flow. Gently agitate the
sample to assist in the breaking up of the soil but DO NOT rub the soil to break it up or you will damage
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any carbonised remains it contains. Assist any visible floating material over the lip into the sieves. Keep
an eye on the sieves and do not allow to over fill or block (this could happen frequently with rooty soils)
Once you feel the sample has been cleaned turn off / remove the water supply and run-off some excess
water to lower the water level leaving the resultant residue visible. If you have misjudged the cleanliness
just refill the tank and continue the process. Otherwise remove the clips and fitting to release the mesh gather the ends securely and remove from the tank. Hold two opposite sides of the mesh, roll the excess
down towards the residue and fold over the open ends. This gives a secure package for rinsing and aids
transfer into the Residue bag.
Rinse the residue in the mesh, shake off as much water as possible and then tip into clean Residue bag.
Seal up and store for transportation.
Clean the mesh ready for the next sample.
7. Rinsing the Flots: Gently rinse the flots clean. At all times remember the contents are fragile and easily
damaged. Use a lower water pressure than do for the meshes or flots will leap out of the sieve!
Hold the sieve at an angle and try to move the contents to one side with the water, to make their removal
easier.
8. Wrapping: Lay out blue roll (usually one sheet folded in half) and gently tap the sieve once onto it, then
lightly brush the remaining flot out. Fold the blue roll in half, then half again, and finally into thirds, so
that it fits neatly into the bag. If the flot is very big and you have to use different sieves, just deal with each
one as an individual flot in terms of wrapping, but keep them all together in the one bag.
Do not allow tank to become more than half full of silt. Run off the water and then shovel out the silt and
dump where appropriate. Rinse tank.

Sorting Residues from Flotation or Sieving
After a soil sample has been floated or sieved the material that has been collected in the larger
mesh (the residue) has to be sorted. This is usually done during post-excavation, after the
fieldwork is completed. The residue needs to be sorted into groups of material, recovering any
artefacts or ecofacts, such as charcoal or bone. These materials will then be sent to the relevant
specialist to be analysed.
Before the residues can be sorted they must be dry – lay them out on trays in a secure area to
dry for several days. The following is a guide to sorting:
1. Record residue details on the Residue Record Sheet: Site Code, Context Number, Sample Number, etc.
2. Record the weight (g) and volume (ml) of the total residue on the sheet.
3. Separate residues using a stack of 3 sieves of >4mm, >2mm & >1mm mesh: Cover with lid and gently
shake the sieves and always use base to catch fine silt. Do not over fill the sieves. You may have to sieve
the sample in batches.
4. Recovering materials: Sort the contents within each of the sieves (called “retents”) separately. Start
with >4mm sieve
Turn out the contents of the sieve onto a large piece of A3 paper. Move residue around to
ensure nothing is hidden and use the tweezers to pick out any environmental and artefactual material you
see. Materials to search for include bone, teeth, pottery, lithics, charcoal, seeds and other burnt plant
remains.
Bag all similar materials together except charcoal (eg teeth, seeds, nutshell, animal droppings
or lithics) together. NB ONLY bag charcoal from >4mm and >2mm fractions together if >2mm retent is
100% sorted. If not, bag charcoal fractions SEPARATELY so that total volume calculations can be done.
The site code, area, sample number, context number, etc. must be recorded on all bags.
What to sort for each of the sieve sizes:
>4mm sieve contents
o Sort 100% for bone, lithic, pot, charcoal & other carbonised macrofossils (seed, nutshell, storage roots,
animal droppings etc)
o Label charcoal bags as charcoal R >4mm 100% plus site and sample identifiers as detailed above
o Any natural or unworked materials that remains after sorting will be binned
>2mm sieve contents
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o Sort 100% for teeth. Leave cremated bone but record presence (Any cremated bone in this sieve is too
small for identification by the specialist and is therefore not recovered). Animal/ fish bone should be
sorted whether carbonised or not
o Sort 100% for lithics, pot, seeds, nutshell etc- add to any recovered from >4mm retent and label as
(type) R >4mm/ >2mm 100%. For large retents, discuss whether part sorting for those items is an option.
If so, bag them separately from >4mm fraction, stating percentage of total sorted.
o If retent is small, sort 100% for all carbonised materials. If medium to large, part sorting for charcoal
and other burnt materials is acceptable. Split retents into 4 and sort 1, 2 or 3 quarters (ie 25%, 50% or
75%) depending on volume. Put charcoal into a separate bag from the >4mm fraction, and label as
charcoal R >2mm (fraction sorted %).
o Re-bag the UNSORTED part of the sample separately from the remainder. Label the unsorted bag as
Unsorted- (fraction not sorted %) of total sample >2mm. This means if you have sorted 25%, this value is
75%, this being the percentage NOT sorted for charcoal. This will be stored in the site archive or can be
looked at later by the specialist if the sample proves very interesting.
o From the sorted fractions any natural or unworked materials that remains will be binned
>1mm sieve contents
o Scan this briefly. Remove and record anything instantly visible that is significant (e.g. record presence
of tiny calcined bone, but do not remove it). If nothing interesting is visible, retain this portion unsorted
within a plastic bag labelled R >1mm 100% unsorted. This will go to the botanists to check for cereal
grains and small seeds.
The material collected in the base of the sieves can be discarded.
5. If you don’t know whether something is relevant or not, keep it anyway and show it to a supervisor.
6. If in any doubt about any sorting stage always ask
7. When each sample is finished, weigh each type of material (retent) found and record it on the bag and
the record sheet. File these with others already recovered
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7. Surveying
Survey is the means by which a record is made using measurements to show the location of
structures, features, artefacts etc. relative to each other. This implies that the data recorded
should be as accurate as possible; however, in the real world this is not always straightforward.
Remember that there is a difference between accuracy and precision:
Precision relates to how exactly (precisely) a measurement was made, not the correctness of the
measurement. A measurement taken to the nearest millimetre is more precise than a
measurement taken to the nearest centimetre. Modern survey instruments incorporating
computers will typically offer millimetre or even sub-millimetre levels of precision.
Accuracy refers to how correctly the measurement was taken, not how precise that
measurement is. A measurement taken at a low level of precision should be as accurate as a
measurement taken with a higher level of precision. Consequently, a measurement may have a
high level of precision, but still be very inaccurate! Checks should therefore be made to ensure
that measurements are correct, through repetition and observation.
Appropriate levels of precision depend very much on the tools and task in hand. With tapes and
levels, it is normally unrealistic to attempt to measure to the nearest millimetre or even halfcentimetre so centimetre levels of precision are the norm. An EDM/total station will offer a
higher level of precision. Unfortunately, total stations will not be utilised during this excavation.
Using Tapes
Tapes are probably the most common surveying instrument on site. Apart from their obvious
use in measuring distances between two points, they are also commonly used for setting up
right angles for creating grids or for measuring the locations of points. There are two common
methods of setting up right angles:
Based on Pythagoras’ Theorem, if the lengths of the sides of a triangle are in the ratio 3:4:5, then
the angle opposite the side with the longest length will be a right angle. In other words, a
triangle with sides 3m, 4m, and 5m will have a right angle between the 3m and 4m sides.
Multiplying all the lengths by the
same number has the same effect
– 3*2, 4*2, 5*2 gives a 6-8-10m
right-angled triangle, for example.
In the example to the right, using
two tapes, fix the end of one tape
on the grid point, measure 3m
along the baseline [in the diagram
labelled
‘Main Grid Line’] and place a
survey peg at this measurement.
Place a second tape at this peg and
extend this second tape 4m away
from the baseline. Stretch the first
tape 5m to meet the second tape.
You will need to shift position for
everything to line up.
Where the two tapes meet, place a survey peg– this will be at right angles to the peg on the
baseline.
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An alternative method is to use simple triangulation – see the diagram below.
In this case, two tapes are fixed equal
distances either side of a central point.
Where they intersect with the same
measurement on both tapes is at right
angles to the main grid line at the central
point.
Both these methods assume the ground is
relatively level, otherwise inaccuracies will
occur. In such situations it is probably best
to use a total station to set up the right
angles, especially if constructing the site
grid. In any case, over long distances a total
station will be much more accurate.
Note: A useful shortcut for setting up 20m x 20m grids is that the length of the diagonal will be
28.28m, and therefore for a 10mx10m grid the diagonal is 14.14m.

Taped Survey (Measuring Offsets)
Tapes can be used to create
plan drawings or record
artefacts in relation to the site
grid.
In the example to the left C is
the artefact or point on the
plan to be recorded and A
& B are grid points.
Stretch a measuring tape
between A & B to form a
baseline (Note: to make
calculations easy stretch your
tape either west to east or
north to south). Using a second
tape, place the end at point C.
Extend the tape to meet the
baseline. Swing the tape back
and forth until it is at right angles to the baseline (Note: reading off the second tape, the smallest
distance where this tape meets the baseline will be the right angle). From here you can calculate
the easting and northing of point C by reading off the measurements on both tapes and relating
it to the coordinates of the site grid. (For instance, if A was 1000E, 1010 and B was 1000E,
1000N and the baseline was stretched from B to A: to get the Easting of C you would add the
measurement of the second tape to 1000, to get the Northing add the measurement where the
second tape crosses the baseline). Please see a supervisor for assistance.
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If measuring with tapes on slopes, it is
important to keep the tapes horizontal
and use a plumb bob to plumb down
to the ground, even if this means
measuring the distance in a series of
steps (see diagram to the right).

Using a Level
Levelling is the means by which vertical measurements (heights) can be calculated relative to a
fixed point or datum of known height.
Setting up
1. Set the tripod legs up in a suitable position with the legs well-spaced and pressed firmly into
the ground (except on an archaeological surface!).
2. Remove the level from the case, having noted how it fits in the case, and fasten it to the tripod.
Make sure the instrument is at a comfortable height …
3. Level up the instrument using the feet of the instrument and the circular spirit level on the
side of the instrument – get the bubble in the middle of the circle.
Taking readings
Do not lean or rest on the tripod or instrument. Always check the bubble is still in the centre of
the circle.
Always use the main crosshair to take the reading – do not use the upper or lower smaller
crosshairs! Do not attempt to estimate half centimetres or less – normal practice is to
alternately round up and round down to the nearest centimetre in order to balance out any
errors.
The first reading is always back to a datum or point of known height (or benchmark).
Place the staff on the datum and record the reading. This is the backsight (BS).
Subsequent readings from this location at points for which you wish to know the height are
called foresights (FS). Note that only the staff should move – the instrument stays where it is!
Calculating heights
Subtract the foresight reading from the backsight. FS – BS
Add this number (which may be a negative number) to the datum height (or TBM temporary
benchmark height) to obtain the heights of individual points
(FS – BS) + TBM
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In the example above, a backsight is taken to the datum, and the reading is 1.55m above the
datum point. The level is then swung round and the staff placed on the point of interest A. The
foresight reading is taken which in this case is 2.60m. The difference between the foresight and
backsight readings is -1.05m, and since the foresight reading is larger than the backsight
reading the height of our point of interest is below the datum. If the datum height (TBM) was
100.00m therefore, we would subtract 1.05 from it to give 98.95 as the actual height of point A
relative to the datum.
Once you’ve set up an instrument in this way, you can take as many foresights as you wish from
this location – for example, measuring heights of findspots, or conducting a topographic survey
of spot heights across a gridded area.
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